Phosphorus atomic chains, the narrowest nanostructures of black phosphorus (BP), are highly relevant to the in-depth development of BP-based one-dimensional (1D) nano-electronics components. In this study, we report a top-down route for the preparation of phosphorus atomic chains via electron beam sculpturing inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The growth and dynamics (i.e., rupture and edge migration) of 1D phosphorus chains are experimentally captured for the first time. Furthermore, the dynamic behavior and associated energetics of the as-formed phosphorus chains are further investigated by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. It is hoped that these 1D BP structures will serve as a novel platform and inspire further exploration of the versatile properties of BP.
Nano Res. 2017, 10(7): 2519-2526 Quantum confinement dramatically modulates the electronic structures of low-dimensional materials such as BP. When the thickness of BP is reduced from bulk to monolayer, its band gap increases from 0.3 to 2.0 eV [12, 13] . Owing to quantum confinement in the context of width, BP nanoribbons [14] [15] [16] [17] are theoretically predicted to possess interesting properties, including the orientation-dependent (either armchair or zigzag) scaling law and carrier mobility as a function of width. The introduction of external impurities (such as charge doping [18] ) or edge defects [19, 20] could be used to tune the electronic structures and physical properties of these nanoribbons. However, until very recently, BP nanoribbons have been rarely studied experimentally, partly due to difficulties in sample preparation. Nonetheless, Paul et al. have reported the successful fabrication of few-nanometer-width BP nanoribbons using electron sculpturing [21] .
As the width of a BP nanoribbon decreases, it will enter the one-dimensional (1D) regime, i.e., atomic chains of phosphorus, which are expected to exhibit specific electronic properties. Fabrication of 1D atomic chains from BP will inspire research on its atomic and electronic structures and promote the exploration of its applications in future molecular devices. Experimentally, electron beam sculpturing has been demonstrated to be an effective way of preparing 1D atomic chains from 2D-film counterparts in a number of systems, including graphene [22, 23] , boron nitrides (BN) [24] , and transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMD) [25, 26] . Vierimaa et al. reported a theoretical study indicating that atomic chains of BP may be stable in certain configurations under electron-beam illumination [27] . However, BP atomic chains have not yet been realized experimentally.
To address this issue, we present here a top-down route for the preparation of phosphorus atomic chains via electron-beam sculpturing. A combination of electron-beam irradiation and thermal annealing was performed to clean the exfoliated BP samples. Singlet and triplet atomic chains bridging the BP films were eventually fabricated. We have also employed density functional theory (DFT) calculations to explore the atomic configuration of 1D chains and to explain our experimental findings.
Methods
Few-layer BP flakes were obtained by micro-mechanical exfoliation of a bulk BP crystal. We adopted an all-dry method [28] to transfer the BP flakes onto perforated Si 3 N 4 membranes in ambient conditions, and then loaded them into a transmission electron microscope (TEM) using a micro-electro-mechanical system heating holder (DENSsolutions Inc.). Asexfoliated BP samples were kept in an argon glovebox to minimize ambient oxidation [29] [30] [31] . High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging and structure engineering were conducted with a monochromated TEM (FEI Titan 80-300 equipped with a spherical aberration corrector in the image side) operated at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV to decrease radiation damage. HRTEM image simulations were performed using Mactempas (Total resolution Inc.), in which the structures after total energy relaxation obtained using DFT calculation were used as the input. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was performed using a GIF Quantum 965X (Gatan Inc.).
DFT calculations were performed using the generalized gradient approximation for the exchangecorrelation potential, the projector augmented wave method [32, 33] , and a plane wave basis set as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [34] . The energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis was set to 700 eV for an infinite 1D atomic chain and 350 eV for a supported atomic chain. A k-mesh of 1 × 4 × 1 was adopted to sample the first Brillouin zone of the 9 × 3 monolayer BP supercell (armchair direction (x) and zigzag direction (y)). In geometry optimization, van der Waals interactions were considered at the van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF) [35, 36] level with the optB86b functional for the exchange potential (optB86b-vdW) [37] [38] [39] . Over 120 finite linear, armchair, and zigzag chain models were fully relaxed considering different connection edges (4-ring, 5-ring, 6-ring, and so on), different directions (from [110] to [100]), and BP substrate effects. The shape and volume of each supercell were fixed and all atoms in it were allowed to relax until the residual force per atom was less than 0.01 eV·Å -1 . The energy per phosphorus (P) atom in a finite chain supported by one-layer BP (E p ) was Nano Res. 2017, 10 (7): 2519-2526 calculated with E p = (E tot -E BP-ribbon )/N, where E tot and E BP-ribbon are the total energy of the system and BP ribbons without chains, respectively, and N is the number of phosphorous atoms in the finite chains.
Results and discussions
As-exfoliated BP sheets were first treated by electronbeam irradiation (10 5 e·nm -2 ·s -1 ) for ca. 10 min to decompose possible residual organics introduced during the exfoliation and transfer process. Assisted by a thermal annealing treatment at ca. 523 K, a layerby-layer sublimation process was employed to reduce the thickness of a BP sheet, as has been previously demonstrated on graphite [22] . In this way, local regions with ultra-clean surfaces could be achieved in situ on the BP flakes, as clearly evidenced by the atomic-resolution TEM images shown in Figs The improvement in surface cleanliness was confirmed by EELS analysis before and after in situ heating treatment, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The obvious oxygen K-edge detected on the as-exfoliated BP surface becomes negligible after the combination of electron irradiation and in situ heating. The carbon contaminations were also substantially reduced to a minimum level (nearly carbon-free) as shown in Fig. S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM). The remaining characteristic peaks, including the P L 2,3 and L 1 edges, prove that such treatment does not change the BP nature of the sample. Figure 2 presents time-consequential HRTEM images of the formation and breakage of a 1D phosphorous atomic chain during the layer-by-layer thinning process (see Movie S1 in the ESM). Firstly, a BP nanoribbon (BPNR) with a width of 3.5 nm was fabricated with its edge aligned with the [100] direction ( Fig. 2(a) ). Since edge phosphorous atoms are predicted to have a lower displacement threshold energy [27] , the outermost phosphorous atoms of the BPNR are preferentially displaced, and the ribbon is constricted to a 1D chain after ca. 2.4 s, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The as-formed chain is ca. 2.5 nm in length, and is parallel to the [11 _ 0] direction. It is noteworthy that the chain is not suspended but supported by other BP layers. At ca. 4.8 s, the chain is elongated to ca. 5 nm as a result of the continuous sublimation of the BPNR, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The left end of the chain (indicated by a yellow triangle) migrates along the bridging edge on the BP flake, and realigns itself from the [11 _ 0] to the [110] direction. The intersection angle between the chain and the armchair direction remains the same (ca. 36°) before and after the migration, i.e., the two orientations are crystallographically equivalent. The chain survives for ca. 5 s before breaking, as shown in Fig. 2(d) , where the black arrows indicate the two ends of the chain shown in Fig. 2(c) . Mechanical vibration, irradiation damage, or heating-induced sublimation may be responsible for the breakage of the chain. Figure 3 presents another case of the evolution of triplet phosphorus chains, marked as AA′, BB′, and CC′. Attached to the zigzag edge of the BP film, the chains are nearly parallel and are all ca. 2.5 nm long, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . After 4.8 s, the A, B, and C ends of the triplet chains migrate simultaneously along the zigzag edge while the right-hand ends remain almost stationary (Fig. 3(b) ). This migration behavior can be attributed to the release of the strain introduced by structure evolution. The breakage of CC′ and BB′ is observed at 12 and 14.4 s, respectively, during the tilting process, and some black spot-like contrasts (identified by yellow arrows in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) ) appear, which may correspond to a specific edge structure of BP or molecule clusters, such as P4. Unfortunately, we were not able to resolve its atomic structure due to the influence of the supporting BP layers and the limited resolution of the TEM. At 16.8 s, AA′ is also broken, and it is worth mentioning that the A end of the AA′ chain ( Fig. 3(d) ) rebinds in another location, identified by the white arrow in Fig. 3(e) , which is unambiguously shown in Movie S2 (in the ESM). This behavior can be regarded as evidence for the release of the elastic energy stored by the atomic chain during its formation. The length of AA′ in Fig. 3(e) is almost the same as that in Fig. 3(d) , so we can infer that the breakpoint is near to the end of the chain. There are similar calculation results for carbon atomic chains [22] , suggesting that the bonds at the ends are easier to break than those within the chain. The high activity of the connection between the chain and the edge may also allow the migration along the edge.
We could not resolve the atomic structure of the as-formed phosphorus chains owing to several technical difficulties: (i) The e-beam irradiation damage on the chain and the BP layers is rather severe at Nano Res. 2017, 10 (7): 2519-2526 80 kV; (ii) the heating-induced sublimation is hard to control, so fabricating monolayer BP and suspended atomic chains intentionally is rather difficult; and (iii) the BP substrate and the high flexibility of the chain make it difficult to identify its atomic structure by TEM. Even though the EELS data (Fig. S1 in the ESM) show that the clean areas are virtually carbon-free, we could not exclude the presence of individual carbon atoms in the specimen, as the e-beam induces dissociation of hydrocarbon residuals inside the TEM chamber [40] . However, it is almost impossible to record EELS spectra with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio owing to the structural instability of the as-formed atomic chains.
DFT calculations were performed to reveal likely atomic details for 1D phosphorus chains, and we considered infinite structure models first to minimize computing resources. Figures 4(a)-4(e) show the atomic structures of five representative infinite 1D phosphorus chains, including a linear chain, a reconstructed zigzag (ZZ-R) chain, an armchair (AC) chain, a mixed armchair and zigzag (AC-ZZ) chain, and a zigzag (ZZ) chain. Table 1 summaries the P-P bond angles and bond lengths of the five structure models together with E P . The stabilities are in the order ZZ > AC-ZZ > AC > ZZ-R > Linear, which is similar to previous calculation results [27] . Figure S2 (in the ESM) shows three possible double-chain structure models that are high-pressure phases and will not be discussed here. In terms of energetics, P-P bonds prefer ca. 100° folding angles rather than the 180° linear angles in 1D phosphorus chains. This is substantially different from the sp hybridization in Figure 4 Top view of five kinds of representative infinite 1D phosphorus chains. (a) Linear chain, (b) ZZ-R chain, (c) AC chain, (d) AC-ZZ chain, and (e) ZZ chain. E P , P-P bond angles, and the bond lengths for each configuration are shown in Table 1 . carbon atomic chains, and is ascribed to the repulsion between the two electron lone pairs of adjacent phosphorous atoms. For example, in a dimer of phosphinidene, the phosphorous analog of carbene, the phosphorous atoms are arranged in a zigzag pattern, as demonstrated by Liu et al. [41] .
To better understand the experimental results, we also considered finite chains connected to BP edges and additionally supported by BP layers. The ends of the finite chains are connected to zigzag edges in all of the structure models. Local contact geometries of the finite chains and edges are discussed in the ESM (Fig. S3 in the ESM) , and 6-ring orientations (Fig. 5(a) ) are the most energetically favored. The finite ZZ chain is predicted to be the most stable form, which is consistent with the conclusions obtained using infinite chains. The ZZ chain is fairly robust and can maintain its zigzag pattern with chain length variation from 6 to 30 Å and chain orientation rotation from [110] to [100] (Fig. S4 in the ESM) . Owing to the stability of the chain in different directions, the experimentally observed migration of the chain in Fig. 3 is reasonable. Finite AC chains (Fig. S5(a) in the ESM) are demonstrated to have strong interactions with supporting BP layers, and can only be stabilized along the [110] direction. However, if the supporting BP layers are removed, the finite AC chains prefer to keep their initial configurations (Fig. S6 in the ESM) . Consequently, the likely orientation preference along the [110] direction observed in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) could be related to interactions between the chain and the BP substrate. As for the finite linear chains, they are highly unstable and tend to break into discrete P-P moieties.
We have performed HRTEM image simulations for all the possible finite chains obtained with DFT calculations. Figure 5 (a) shows a finite ZZ chain model with a length of ca. 2 nm, which is close to the length of experimentally observed phosphorous chains. In our structural relaxations, we used periodic boundary conditions, and the model shown in Fig. 5 (a) implies parallel chains with sufficient separation between them, which aims to simulate an isolated BP chain. Therefore, in our TEM image simulation, we focus on the area marked by the black box in Fig. 5(b) , with one complete chain and its neighboring chains removed, to help comparison between our experimental and simulated TEM images. Most of the features of the phosphorus chain we observed in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are well reproduced by the simulated image shown in Fig. 5 (b) (more simulated HRTEM images can be found in Fig. S7 in the ESM as a comparison). To the best of our knowledge, the ZZ chain, as the most stable state theoretically predicted, is the best fitting to our experimentally recorded images.
Conclusion
We have described a top-down route to prepare 1D phosphorus chains via e-beam sculpturing at elevated temperatures. For the first time, the dynamics of the formation, migration, and breakage of these chains are captured in TEM images. DFT calculations and corresponding simulated images indicate that a ZZ chain model matches best with the experimentally observed chains. Further exploration of the properties and fabrication of freestanding chains with wellcontrolled electron irradiation is anticipated in the future, and these chains can be expected to act as the thinnest possible connecting channels in BP-based nano-electronics. 
